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High-pressure structure and equation of state study of nitrosonium
nitrate from synchrotron x-ray diffraction
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Several nitrogen oxide compounds transform to nitrosonium nitrate (NO1NO3
2) under high

pressure. In this study, NO1NO3
2 was synthesized by laser heating of N2O in a diamond-anvil cell

and characterized by x-ray diffraction as a function of pressure at room temperature and low
temperature. The unit-cell parameters were refined up to 32.2 GPa at 300 K, resulting in a denser
structure than reported previously. The pressure-volume relations for NO1NO3

2 at 300 K were fitted
to both Birch-Murnaghan and Vinet equations of state. The analysis indicates that NO1NO3

2 is
denser than other nitrogen-oxygen assemblages, consistent with the conclusion that formation of the
ionic species is driven by density rather than entropic effects. The low-temperature x-ray-diffraction
data represent the firstin situ measurements for this material, revealing consistent structural
information and evolutions under pressure. These observations provide additional information on
the stability relations and reaction diagram of N2O and NO1NO3

2 . © 2003 American Institute of
Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1566939#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The stability of nitrosonium nitrate (NO1NO3
2) in con-

densed phase has received considerable attention ove
past two decades. The formation of NO1NO3

2 was first ob-
served by infrared spectroscopy of oxidized NO by Pa
et al.1 NO1NO3

2 was also found to occur as the isomer
molecular N2O4 trapped in a neon matrix.2 In later Raman
spectroscopy studies of solid N2O4, Bouldanet al.3 showed
that temperature-induced autoionization produc
NO1NO3

2 . In these ambient pressure studies, NO1NO3
2 ap-

pears to be stable only at low temperatures. However, An
and co-workers4,5 found that molecular N2O4 could be trans-
formed into ionic NO1NO3

2 either by photolysis or pressur
at room temperature. For instance, laser irradiation of cu
Im 3a-N2O4 results in the formation ofb-N2O4 with an
unknown noncubic structure at 1.16 GPa at roo
temperature.4,5 At pressures of 1.5–3.0 GPa at room te
perature,b-N2O4 exhibits a reversible phase transition wi
a large hysteresis to ionic NO1NO3

2 .4,5 Despite the observa
tion of NO1NO3

2 on various occasions, its structure has
mained unknown until recently. Somayazuluet al.6 discov-
ered that at 10–30 GPa and 1000–2000 K, N2O transforms
to nitrosonium nitrate via the reaction, 4N2O→NO1NO3

2

13N2. An orthorhombic structure for NO1NO3
2 was pro-

posed based on angle dispersive x-ray diffraction in
diamond-anvil cell at a single pressure of 21 GPa. Iotaet al.7

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic
ysong@chemistry.harvard.edu
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observed a similar transformation of N2O to NO1NO3
2 at

high pressure and high temperatures, but details of the re
have not been published.

In order to better understand the properties and str
tures of NO1NO3

2 , we have obtained additional x-ray
diffraction measurements over a broad range of press
and temperatures. These data complement an extended
troscopic investigation of NO1NO3

2 over a similar P-T
range using Raman and infrared spectroscopy.8 We report
here x-ray-diffraction data for NO1NO3

2 at pressures up to
32.2 GPa. The diffraction patterns are consistent with
orthorhombic symmetry found previously at a sing
pressure6 but with the more complete data obtained here p
vides a more reliable structural model that gives a den
phase. The cell parameters are fitted to both Bir
Murnaghan and Vinet equations of state.9,10 The density of
the ionic compound NO1NO3

2 is compared with that of vari-
ous oxygen-nitrogen assemblages. This study, together
our recent spectroscopic results8 enables a stability diagram
for NO1NO3

2 to be constructed.

II. EXPERIMENT

Samples were prepared in Mao-Bell diamond-anvil ce
with large optical openings on both sides~.30°! to facilitate
x-ray-diffraction measurements. Pure N2O ~99%, Aldrich!
il:
0 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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was loaded into the diamond cell cryogenically as descri
previously.8 Ruby chips were added to the sample cham
to enable pressures to be determined by the shift of theR1

ruby fluorescence line.11 The accuracy of the pressure me
surements was60.05 GPa under hydrostatic conditions.

The pressurized N2O sample~above 10 GPa! was heated
by means of a CO2 infrared laser~10.6 mm! to drive the
reaction to form NO1NO3

2 . The laser output power wa
about 50 W and the estimated temperature attained was
tween 1000 and 2000 K with the laser spot focused to
mm. The transformation of N2O to NO1NO3

2 was confirmed
by Raman spectroscopy, particularly by the appearanc
the strong NO1 stretching mode at 2240 cm21, the n4 , n2 ,
andn1 modes of NO3

2 , as well as abundant lattice modes
low frequencies. The samples were taken to beamline X1
at National Synchrotron Radiation Source~NSLS! at
Brookhaven National Laboratory~BNL! for x-ray-diffraction
measurements. The beamline instrumentation and diffrac
geometry have been described previously.12 For each mea-
surement, the cell was oscillated alongv andx to minimize
the effects of preferred orientation and 2u was fixed at 8.99°.
The diffraction pattern was calibrated with diffraction line
of gold. Background was subtracted at each pressure be
indexing diffraction peaks. We collected nine x-ra
diffraction patterns from 9.9 to 32.2 GPa.

In order to locate more accurately the pressure of
phase transition8 that occurs below 10 GPa, we also obtain
low-temperaturein situ x-ray measurements using a cryos
at beamline X17B. The sample was cooled to 80 K us
liquid nitrogen and x-ray-diffraction data were collected w
a 2u angle usually at 10.0°. No oscillation of the cell w
performed due to the spatial constraints imposed by
cryostat.

III. RESULTS

A. Room-temperature x-ray diffraction

Figure 1 shows typical diffraction patterns for pressu
of 9.9, 21.4, and 32.2 GPa. The assignments of the m
peaks arising from NO1NO3

2 diffraction are labeled. By
tracing the major peaks, the diffraction patterns can be c
sistently assigned at all pressures. The conversion from
ergy to d spacings was based on the well-known relatio12

d(Å) 56.1993/@E(keV)sinu#. The peak identified ashkl
5102 is among the most prominent observed at all press
~except 16.5 GPa!; other major peaks such as 021, 012, a
112 are observed at most pressures.

In general, only peaks in the energy range between
and 45 keV are analyzed; in that range, all major peaks
observed for each pressure. On the low-energy side~below
27 keV! corresponding to highd spacing, peaks observed
certain pressures, such as 9.9 and 21.4 GPa, are not co
tently observed at other pressures, such as 32.5 GPa@Fig.
1~c!#. The peak at 22.4 keV at 9.9 GPa can be assigned a
111 diffraction line of NO1NO3

2 while that at 25.2 keV at
21.4 GPa is closest to«-N2 200 ~see below!. At high energy
~low d spacing!, assignment of some peaks may not
unique due to more than one possible (hkl) combination.
For example, the peaks observed at 46.9 keV~1.69 Å! and
Downloaded 30 Aug 2005 to 129.100.91.98. Redistribution subject to AIP
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51.3 keV ~1.54 Å! at 9.9 and 21.4 GPa could be assign
most closely to 132 and 302, respectively. Such peaks w
not used to fit the cell parameters due to the possibility
contribution from nearby diffraction lines. Between 27 a
45 keV, all peaks are found to be associated with NO1NO3

2

diffraction, with the exception that at some pressures~espe-
cially low pressures! some peaks are attributed to N2 diffrac-
tion. N2 crystallizes in the disordered cubicd phase~space
groupPm3n) at pressure of 5–16 GPa at room temperatu
transforming to the ordered rhombohedral« phase (R3̄c)
above 16.4 GPa.13 The peak observed at 30.8 keV~2.57 Å! at
9.9 GPa is most likely the 211 ofd-N2 . Because of conges
tion in the pattern and the lower resolution of the energ
dispersive diffraction, some weak diffraction lines at certa
pressures are obscured by adjacent strong lines, such a
and 211 at 9.9 GPa, 220 at 21.4 GPa, and 012 and 21
32.5 GPa. In such situation, these lines are either not lab
or resolved by careful deconvolution.

In the previous x-ray-diffraction study carried out at
single pressure of 21 GPa,6 diffraction due to«-N2 was iden-
tified and the remaining peaks of NO1NO3

2 were indexed to
give an orthorhombic unit cell with cell parametersa
55.658 Å, b57.324 Å, andc56.202 Å, andV5257.7 Å3.
The systematic extinctions in the diffraction pattern su
gested space groupsPmcn or P21cn, similar to the arago-

FIG. 1. Energy dispersive x-ray-diffraction pattern of NO1NO3
2 measured

at ~a! 9.9 GPa,~b! 21.4 GPa, and~c! 32.2 GPa and room temperature
Background has been subtracted. The energy calibration was obtained
a gold external standard diffraction pattern and the pattern has been b
ground subtracted. The 2u used was 8.99°. The calculatedd spacings are
indicated below each diffraction pattern. The calculated intensity profile
the energy-dispersive x-ray-diffraction pattern at 21.4 GPa is shown in
inset.
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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nite phase of CaCO3 and KNO3. In the analysis of our new
data, the indices of the peaks observed at all pressures
wise suggest the point group ofmm2 with a primitive cell.
The coincidence of the Raman and IR lines indicates a n
centrosymmetric cell and thereforeP21cn. If the observed
hkl at all pressures are combined, we find all possiblehkl
associated with space groupP21cn appear, except for 200
evidently, that peak is uniformly weak. A proposed structu
containing four NO1 and NO3

2 pairs is shown in Fig. 2. This
overall topology is consistent with first-principles calcul
tions; for example, in the calculated low-energy structure
NO bond points to the center of NO3.14

There are differences in both the intensity distributi
and observed diffraction lines between the current and
viously measured diffraction patterns; there are also dif
ences between the patterns measured here. These differ
forced us to perform a comprehensive analysis of all p
terns, including a careful re-analysis of previous data. T
combination of the patterns measured near 21 GPa using
two techniques allowed us to obtain an improved fit to
previously obtained pattern, with unit-cell parametersa
55.66(2) Å, b56.47(2) Å, andc55.39(1) Å at 21.0 GPa
This is consistent with the parameters from the current d
set a55.60(1) Å, b56.55(1) Å, andc55.41(2) Å at 21.4
GPa. The results give a denser structure than previo
reported.6 The new analysis is based on a more extens
data set and is more reliable. Unfortunately, the intensitie
the diffraction data cannot be used quantitatively for str
ture analysis. The predicted pattern at 21 GPa assum
space groupP21cn and the aragonite structure is show
~Fig. 1 inset!. Despite the strong mismatch of the intensity
020 at 24.4 keV, reasonably good matches between the
perimental and the fitted are found for all other major d
fraction lines especially in the region between 27 and
keV. Furthermore, now thed spacings can be consistent
indexed at all other pressures. The majord spacings as a
function of pressure are shown in Fig. 3.

Because of the preferred orientation of the sample,
intensity of each diffraction peak can vary dramatically ev
for two adjacent pressures. As mentioned above, the inten
profile was not used for any quantitative analysis. To de
mine the unit-cell parameters, only those dominant pe

FIG. 2. Proposed structure model of NO1NO3
2 ~see text!.
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with unique and traceable identities are used. The unit-
parameters are listed in Table I. In indexing the peaks,
specifieda,c,b to avoid confusion due to the permutatio
of axes. We find that the compressibility differs for the thr
axes. From 9.9 to 32.5 GPa, thea, b, andc axes are com-
pressed by 6%, 7%, and 8%, respectively. However, the p
sure dependences of the axial ratio are found to be relati
constant. From 9.9 to 32.5 GPa,b/a varies from 1.17 to
1.18, whilec/a fluctuates between 0.97 and 0.99.

B. Equation of state

The unit-cell volume was calculated from the orth
rhombic cell parameters~Table I!; the molecular volume was
determined assuming each cell containing four molecu
(Z54). The room-temperatureP-V relations for NO1NO3

2

is plotted in Fig. 3. Also shown is the data point from th
new refinement of the earlier study at 21 GPa. Althou
NO1NO3

2 has been investigated by several groups, to
knowledge information about its compressibility has n

FIG. 3. Principald spacings observed as a function of pressure. The s
lines are to guide the eye to show the evolution ofd spacings on pressure

TABLE I. Cell parameters for NO1NO3
2 determined by x-ray diffraction

~300 K!.

Pressure
~GPa! a (Å) b (Å) c (Å) V (Å3/cell)

9.9 5.76~1! 6.76~2! 5.69~1! 221.6~1.0!
11.6 5.71~1! 6.72~4! 5.61~1! 215.3~1.2!
13.2 5.65~1! 6.69~2! 5.57~1! 210.5~1.3!
16.5 5.65~3! 6.67~2! 5.52~2! 208.0~1.2!
19.1 5.61~2! 6.57~1! 5.44~2! 200.5~1.6!
21.4 5.60~1! 6.55~1! 5.41~2! 198.3~2.2!
23.4 5.54~1! 6.50~1! 5.40~1! 194.4~0.9!
26.3 5.46~3! 6.37~2! 5.34~3! 185.7~1.0!
32.2 5.41~3! 6.29~1! 5.24~1! 178.3~1.2!
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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been published. An important aim of this study was theref
to establish an equation of state for NO1NO3

2 .
The compression data for NO1NO3

2 were fit to a Birch-
Murnaghan equation of state~EOS!:9

P5
3

2
K0F S V0

V D 7/3

2S V0

V D 5/3G
•H 12

3

4
~42K08!F S V0

V D 2/3

21G J , ~1!

whereP and V are pressures and volumes,K0 and K08 the
bulk modulus and its first derivative at a given temperatu
The subscript denotes a reference state, taken as am
~zero! pressure. The Birch-Murnaghan equation can be re
as

K5
2

3
PF S V0

V D 7/3

2S V0

V D 5/3G21

5K02
3

4
K0~42K08!F S V0

V D 2/3

21G , ~2!

whereK is the bulk modulus along theP-V curve. Least-
squares fit givesV0 as 265.0~62.0! Å3/cell, with K0545.2
(60.9) GPa andK0853.18(60.90). Note thatK08 is often
found to be close to 4 for many materials.15 For highly com-
pressible materials such as molecular solids, the Vinetet al.10

function has been shown to provide a better representatio
the EOS.18 This function has an exponential form,

P53K0S 12
V

V0
D S V

V0
D 22/3

expF3

2
~K0821!S 12

V

V0
D G .

~3!

Using this formula and theV0 used in the Birch-Murnaghan
equation, least-squares fits of the data giveK0542.3
61.0 GPa andK0853.5260.60, very close to those obtaine
with the second-order Birch-Murnaghan EOS. The results
both fits are shown in the figure.

Figure 4 also shows the room-temperatureP-V relations
for O2 , N2 , and N2O. At 300 K, O2 is a supercritical fluid
below 5.5 GPa and crystallizes in the rhombohedralb phase
~space groupR3̄m) at 5.5–11 GPa.19 Above 11 GPa, O2
forms the« phase to the maximum pressures studied her19

Solid N2 undergoes several pressure-induced phase tra
tions ~b→d→«! at room temperature~not evident in the
plot!. Also shown is the volume of the assemblage of one2

and two O2 molecules, an equivalent stoichiometric asse
blage of NO1NO3

2 .
The zero-pressure molecular volumes for N2 and O2 are

45 Å3 ~Ref. 13! and 40.2 Å3 ~Ref. 16!. The molecular volume
for NO1NO3

2 is 66.25 Å3 as compared to the volume of th
assemblage N212O2 of 125.4 Å3. The unit-cell volume for
molecular N2O4 ~isomer of NO1NO3

2) has been determine
by single-crystal diffraction measurement at240 °C and am-
bient pressure.17 The cubic unit cell~space groupIm3, Z
56) has a cell parametera57.77 Å, or 78.18 Å3/molecule,
18% larger than the fitted zero-pressure volume
NO1NO3

2 obtained here. Moreover, NO1NO3
2 is denser

than the assemblage at all pressures studied here. We
that the previous comparison6 with N212O2 used the EOS
Downloaded 30 Aug 2005 to 129.100.91.98. Redistribution subject to AIP
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of O2 reported in Ref. 20. The cell volume of O2 was more
reliably determined in single-crystal x-ray-diffraction me
surements by Johnsonet al.21 These data fall on the EOS
plotted in Fig. 4. The combination of the reanalyzed c
parameters reported previously together with those obta
here indicates that NO1NO3

2 is a denser phase than the N2

and O2 assemblage. TheP-V relation of N2O derived from
x-ray diffraction by Mills et al.22 is also plotted. It can be
seen that NO1NO3

2 is also denser than N2O13/2O2.

C. Low-temperature x-ray diffraction

Our previous Raman spectra of NO1NO3
2 unambigu-

ously identified a phase transition at 5 GPa and ro
temperature.8 This led us to performin situ x-ray-diffraction
measurements at 80 K. Figure 5 shows the patterns colle
at several selected pressures. The experiment was cond
by decompression starting at 11 GPa. At that pressure
order to measure as many diffraction peaks as possible,
eral 2u angles were used. Superimposed diffraction spe
converted from different 2u angles in the energy dispersiv
scale tod-spacing plots proved to be consistent in terms
the peak positions, although the intensity distribution diffe
for different 2u angles. The peaks were indexed by compa
son with room-temperature patterns obtained at 11.6 G
Diffraction data above 34 keV were not used in the analy
because most arise from the steel gasket and others c
spond to lowd spacings not significant for characterizatio
of the unit-cell parameters.

FIG. 4. Pressure-volume relations for NO1NO3
2 and other molecular sys-

tems.~h! NO1NO3
2 determined from the present energy-dispersive x-r

diffraction and that~d! from previous angle-dispersive x-ray diffractio
with refined cell parameters compared with a third-order Birch-Murnag
~ ! and Vinetet al. EOS fits~-•-!. For O2 ~¯! data, below 5.5 GPa are
for fluid O2 ~Ref. 31!; above 5.5 GPa for the solid~Ref. 16!. Experimental
data for O2 ~s! at several pressures performed from Ref. 19 are also plot
For N2 ~d!, experimentally determined EOS is from Ref. 13, for N2O ~j!
from ~Ref. 22!. Also shown are the corresponding volumes of stoich
metrically equivalent assemblages of N212O2 ( ) and N2O13/2O2

~ !.
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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Although the intensity varies for some diffraction line
from one pressure to another~mostly attributed to preferred
orientation!, d spacings follow a smooth pattern from 11 to
GPa. At each pressure, in general, two peaks are the m
prominent. However, due to the longer collection time at
GPa, additional diffraction lines are evident, including d
fraction lines the gasket. In the subsequent patterns meas
at lower pressures the position of the sample was adjus
resulting in a significant reduction in contamination of t
pattern by the gasket. At 11 and 10 GPa, the 102 and 030
prominent. At 8 and 6 GPa, the 102 peak persists but
intensity of the 030 decreases and the 112 peak beco
more prominent. This is again most probably associated w
preferred orientation. In addition, the 210 and 200 are c
sistently observed. Just as at room temperature, at 80 K
observation of the 102 peak remained strong.

When the pressure was further released from 6 to 4 G
a significantly different diffraction pattern was obtained. T
two most prominent peaks do not match the 102 and
lines documented at 6 GPa and are substantially shifted
addition, other diffraction features likewise differ marked
from those observed at higher pressures. As in the ro
temperature x-ray measurements, when the pressure is
enough~i.e., 2 GPa!, no diffraction patterns were observab
even with long exposure times. We conclude that NO1NO3

2

undergoes a phase transition at 80 K between 6 and 2 G
traversing intermediate structures such as that observed
GPa. When combined with the room-temperature obse
tion of a phase transition between 9.8 and 2.7 GPa,

FIG. 5. X-ray-diffraction patterns of NO1NO3
2 measuredin situ at 80 K and

a series of decreasing pressures. The energy scale was calibrated us
external Au standard with 2u510°. The dotted lines are guides to the ey
The asterisks~* ! denote the diffraction lines~100, 002, and 101! from the
stainless steel gasket.
Downloaded 30 Aug 2005 to 129.100.91.98. Redistribution subject to AIP
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boundary between orthorhombic and disordered forms
NO1NO3

2 can be estimated~see Fig. 6 and below!.
Givan et al.29 suggested based on low-temperature R

man data that nitrosonium nitrate exists as an amorph
material at ambient pressure and low temperature, but un
goes two phase transitions upon warming up, namely,
amorphous-crystalline phase-I transition at 169 K and cr
talline phase-I to crystalline phase-II transition at 188
Therefore we also measured the temperature dependen
the x-ray diffraction at ambient pressure. When the tempe
ture was increased stepwise from 80 to 185 K, no clea
identifiable diffraction pattern was evident, just as was fou
at 2 GPa and 80 K. We conclude that NO1NO3

2 remained
amorphous or disordered.

IV. DISCUSSION

The density of NO1NO3
2 established by the equation o

state gives important insight into the stability, thermod
namic properties, and the reaction mechanisms relate
NO1NO3

2 . Previous observations of the formation
NO1NO3

2 were either by temperature-induced transform
tion at ambient pressure or by photon-induced autoioniza
of molecular N2O4 at low pressures.2–5 However, the
symmetry-breaking transformation~or chemical reaction!
from N2O to NO1NO3

2 can be interpreted as being driven b
the higher density of the product NO1NO3

21N2. Upon
heating N2O breaks down via two competing channels. B
low 10 GPa, heating N2O results in its dissociation into N2
and O2, while above 10 GPa, laser heating of the sam
forms predominantly NO1NO3

2 . The blocking of the disso-

g an

FIG. 6. Schematic phase and reaction diagram of NO1NO3
2 and N2O. The

boundary~ ! between thea-(Pa3) andb-(Cmca) phases of N2O is
from Ref. 22. The phase boundary betweena and fluid is indicated by open
circles~present study! and solid line~fitted by Simon-type equation on dat
from both current measurements and Ref. 24!. The approximateP-T regime
for the transformation of N2O into NO1NO3

2 or N2 and O2 is indicated by
shaded lines~\\\!; see also Ref. 8. The stability fields of other possible lo
P-T phases of N2O are not shown. The boundary~¯! between ionic
NO1NO3

2 and molecular N2O4 is from previous spectroscopic measur
ments ~Ref. 8!. The approximate boundary~¯! for the transformation
~which may be gradual! between the orthorhombic NO1NO3

2 and disor-
dered NO1NO3

2 was estimated from the diffraction patterns measured
low temperatures and room temperature~see text and Fig. 5!.
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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ciation channel by high pressure strongly indicates t
NO1NO3

2 is a more stable phase with lower free energy
high pressures. This observation, together with the den
comparison, suggests that heating a mixture of N2 and O2

under pressure will directly produce NO1NO3
2 , a result that

has been confirmed.23 Kinetic factors associated with thes
reaction channels should be investigated further. These
sults provide evidence that at high pressures NO1NO3

2 is a
stable phase both at room temperature and high temp
tures.

These observations provide a basis for extending the
bility diagram of N2O to high pressures and temperatur
and provide useful information for understanding the form
tion of NO1NO3

2 from other species. At room temperatu
and ambient pressure, N2O is a colorless gas and becom
fluid at 184 K, subsequently solidifying at 182 K. At low
pressures and room temperature, N2O forms thea phase
(Pa3) below 4 GPa andb phase (Cmca) above 5 GPa. At
intermediate pressures, x-ray-diffraction measurements i
cate the coexistence of the two phases.22 It is reported that
the transition pressure betweena and b has no significant
temperature dependence. The melting point of N2O was
measured by Clusiuset al.24 to 0.025 GPa, and was extrap
lated by Mills et al.22 In the present study we also explore
the melting curve at several other pressures using the r
tance heating method. The melting was confirmed by b
visual observation and Raman spectroscopy. We have refi
the melting curve with a Simon-type equation using bo
current measurements and those from Ref. 24~Fig. 6!. On
heating, N2O transforms to NO1NO3

2 and N2 irreversibly at
high pressure; it can dissociate into nitrogen and oxy
upon heating at other pressures. No attempt was mad
study the reaction yield as a function of pressure and t
perature. Several parallel heating experiments conducte
different pressures up to 40 GPa indicate that the transfor
tion is complete and NO1NO3

2 is stable up to 2000 °C. The
region where N2O transforms to NO1NO3

2 is shown sche-
matically in Fig. 6. We note that molecular N2O was found
to be stable up to 40 GPa and below 300 K~i.e., without
heating!.25 Additional transformations at intermediateP-T
conditions to form additional phases of molecular N2O have
been reported.26

The crystal structure of NO1NO3
2 at 21 GPa appears t

be orthorhombic with four molecules per unit cell. By ana
ogy to related ionic materials, a possible space group
P21cn.6 In the present study, cell parameters were found
evolve smoothly over the entire pressure range from 9.9
32.2 GPa. This is consistent with IR and Ram
measurements,8 which likewise indicate that no major phas
transitions occur in this pressure range. However, these s
troscopic data do reveal the presence of a transition below
GPa. The lowest pressure at which we observed x-ray
fraction at room temperature was 6.3 GPa. The diffract
pattern at this pressure differs significantly from those
higher pressures, such that the cell parameters are not
sistent with the same orthorhombic structure. At 2.7 GPa,
diffraction peaks have become too weak to clearly ident
even when the sample was exposed to x-rays for a prolon
period. This weakening of the diffraction peaks may indic
Downloaded 30 Aug 2005 to 129.100.91.98. Redistribution subject to AIP
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that NO1NO3
2 at this pressure has an amorphous or dis

dered structure. Notably, it has been reported that at at
spheric pressure, NO1NO3

2 is predominantly in an amor
phous phase.27–30 We suggest that NO1NO3

2 transforms at
room temperature from the orthorhombic structure to a d
ordered form on decompression from 9.8 to 2.7 GPa. T
transition may be gradual, with intermediate ordered or p
tially ordered structures in between, making the bound
difficult to determine.

Finally, we comment on the low-temperature diffractio
data and comparison with results from vibration
spectroscopy.8 We observed that at ambient pressu
NO1NO3

2 is stable below 180 K; at room temperature, it
stable above 1.0 GPa. Raising the temperature at amb
pressure or releasing the pressure at room temperature
sults in the transformation of NO1NO3

2 into molecular
N2O4. The estimated boundary between amorphous or
ordered NO1NO3

2 and molecular N2O4 is indicated in Fig.
6. As described above, Givanet al.29 suggested based o
low-temperature Raman data that nitrosonium nitrate tra
forms from an amorphous phase to two crystalline phase
higher temperatures. One reason for the apparent discrep
with previous observations could be due to kinetic factors
these two quite different experiments. The experiment of
van et al.29 involved ambient pressure N2O4 gas deposition,
in which the deposition rate is critical for the transformati
and characterization by vibrational spectroscopy. In contr
the present study concerned decompression of NO1NO3

2

formed by laser heating of N2O and x-ray diffraction. The
NO1NO3

2 formed in such different ways may have distin
structures. Indeed, comparison of low-temperature Ram
data8 with previous studies3,28 also suggests this conclusion
We observed abundant lattice modes at low temperature~80
K! and ambient pressure in our Raman spectra, in contra
the results reported by Givanet al.29 and Bolduanet al.3

Moreover, at ambient pressure and temperature between
and 190 K, instead of a phase transition from crystall
phases I to II, our spectra indicate8 that NO1NO3

2 transforms
to molecular N2O4. The observation of abundant Raman e
citations in the lattice mode region together with the we
diffraction pattern at low pressures suggest the NO1NO3

2

structure has long-range disorder but is partially ordered
short range. These results will be presented elsewhere.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have conducted an x-ray-diffraction study
NO1NO3

2 at both room and low temperatures using synch
tron radiation facilities. Based on the orthorhombic structu
previously determined by angle dispersive x-ray diffractio
we were able to derive the cell parameters from 9.9 to 3
GPa. The molecular volume has been fitted to the Bir
Murnaghan equation of state, from which the bulk modu
K0 and its first derivative K08 are determined to be
45.2~60.9! GPa and 3.18~60.90!, respectively. Similar val-
ues were found using the Vinet equation of state. We find t
the density for NO1NO3

2 is larger than both the assemblag
of N212O2 and of N2O13/2O2 indicating that the transfor-
mation to NO1NO3

2 is thermodynamically driven by pres
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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sure. The room-temperature and low-temperaturein situ
x-ray-diffraction data, together with spectroscopic measu
ments, reveal new transformations and provide estimate
the phase relations for the system.
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